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Current Systems Engineering
Graduates
Given a problem, Systems graduates are
primarily educated to be skilled at
recommending solutions and requirements
for those solutions.

A New Vision
In particular, the value added of a TLP student is grounded in
their ability to engage in both systems integration and domainspecific engineering work.

INTERDISCIPLINARY
graduates will be able to:
DESIGN TLPdesign
systems requiring the integration
apply different design methodologies
design multicomponent systems
apply hands-on prototyping skills

Purpose/
Need

Disciplinary
Grounding

Interdisciplinarity

HOW IS THIS DIFFERENT?

Given
a
recommended
solution
/
requirements for that solution, ECE and
ME graduates are primarily educated to
be skilled at creating and analyzing a
design that implements the recommended
solution.

INTERDISCIPLINARY
TEAMWORK
TLP graduates will
Integration
1
across
disciplines

Boix-Mansilla

NOT just throwing a bunch of majors together into a
capstone project
But an integrated education focused on
developing interdisciplinary design skills
NOT just a minor
Which leaves students on their own to piece
together the multiple disciplines
NOT just design bookends
But design every year
NOT just multiple disciplines
But a focus on pairing a top-down systems
approach with bottom-up disciplinary areas
NOT just a set of courses
But a program students identify with and
that helps link them with jobs

C u r r e n t E l e c t r i c a l , C o m p u t e r, a n d
Mechanical Engineeri ng Gradu ates

Graduates will be able to provide value through engaging in
engineering work from disciplines other than their own.

collaborate on interdisciplinary teams, not just
work as specialists on multidisciplinary teams
Value the work of individuals from other
disciplines.

NEW COURSES & MATERIALS

Critical
Reflection

1ST Year Design

Soph. Year
Disciplinary
grounding in ECE,
ME, and SYS
Intro Systems Course
ECE/ME/SYS Boot
Camp

Junior Year
Disciplinary
Grounding in major
Integration between
fields initiated
Mechatronics
TLP Design Clinic

Client-based
Service Learning
Sensors Lab
Super Powers training

Senior Year
Integration
between fields

TLP Capstone Project

Technology Leaders Community
Leadership – Reflection – Sense of Belonging

Electro-Mech-Systems

Design Clinic

Intro to All 3 Disciplines
Integration Project
“Design an Accelerometer”

Project requiring integration of ME,
ECE, and SYS domains

Learning Community
Community
Building

Leadership
Development

Career
Development

The
Engineering
Field

Design Methodology

Student Board
To develop activities and
shape the TLP from a student
perspective.
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